4. Location

Location

Naples (Napoli in Italian) is the third largest city in Italy and the regional capital of Campania. Founded by Greeks in the first millennium BC, Naples has never lost its identity and traditions. The city preserves its historic center with ancient churches and historical buildings, unique catacombs and underground paths.

Staying in Naples means to:

• visit astonishing monuments
• get in touch with old traditions
• taste delicious traditional food
• get lost in the ancient ruins of Pompei and Ercolano
• enjoy the beautiful landscapes of Capri and Amalfi Coast.

Neapolitan traditions remained unchanged for centuries. Napoli moves into the 21st century while still maintaining the traditions of yesteryear, most of them are religious traditions as that of the city Patron, San Gennaro. The production of statues for the Neapolitan crib and the dressing of the saints represents an important tradition for families in Naples. San Gregorio Armeno is a narrow street famous for its nativity workshops and stores.

Naples boasts many traditional delicious dishes, excellent seafood, wines, and rich desserts. It's also the home of the Pizza and of limoncello, a lemon liqueur.

Napoli’s surroundings

Who plans a visit in Napoli cannot miss daily trips in our wonderful surroundings. The ancient Roman cities buried by the Vesuvius are in the immediate surroundings of Napoli. Pompeii and Ercolano have been tourist destinations for over 250 years. Today they are UNESCO World heritages.
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5. Conference Facilities

The event will be held in the Conference Center of the University of Napoli Federico II, located in the center of a large pedestrian seafront promenade, close to Castel dell’Ovo and a few minutes away from Piazza del Plebiscito.

“Castel dell’Ovo” is located just in front of the conference venue

“Piazza del Plebiscito”, one of the biggest squares in Napoli at a walking distance

Main rooms and break areas

Technical Sessions will be held at the Conference Center of the University of Napoli Federico II.